PRESS INFORMATION
IFA 2016: Aiptek shows P800 - first HD projector with integrated 360° sound
system and high-performance Android tablet - in Berlin
At this year’s IFA, Aiptek presents in hall 12, booth 122 the world´s first 800
lumens HD projection system with a professional audio system and Android
tablet.
Headlined with the top-embedded 5“ inch high-resolution IPS touchscreen
tablet, it is powered by the Android operating system. Beneath the touchscreen,
the enclosure of P800 features a sleek and seamless unibody with a stunning
anodized aluminum finish.
A unique quad directional 8 speakers arrangement, at 40 watts, boasts
professional acoustics combining powerful bass with clear high and mid tones,
creating a spectacular 360 degree listening experience within any environment.
With the DLP projector brightness rated at 800 lumens, P800 is capable of
creating stunning visuals at a native resolution of 1280 x 800 pixels (WXGA).
Projected screen size can beam content up to 120 inches (305 cm) with bright,
vivid, sharp and delivers precise color tones for cinema quality familiarity.
Content from smartphones, notebooks and Co. can be projected via an HDMI
cable, a Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or USB interface.
With dimensions of only 196 x 155 x 155 mm, weighing at 2.5 kg, P800
conveniently fits into a briefcase, carry bag and backpack for on the go
portability. Paired with a hefty 36.000 mAH battery with approximately 4 hours
usage, P800 creates a perfect visual and aural experience in any location
whether the living room, board room or the great outdoors.
Aiptek P800 will be available after IFA as special edition at MSRP 1199 Euro and
will include additional to the standard accessories – remote control, power
adapter, AC cable and manual – a bag and an additional memory of 64GB. MSRP
of the standard version with 16GB memory is 999 Euro.

